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Kim is passionate about her clients and their litigation cases. She puts herself in her clients' shoes,
stays there throughout the matter, and feels personally responsible for obtaining the best possible
result for her clients, whether that's a quick settlement or a lengthy and complex trial. When
developing a litigation strategy, Kim focuses on the clients' core objectives and her first question is
always, "What is your ultimate goal with this relationship?" From there, she works with her clients
to develop a litigation strategy designed to achieve that objective.
Her practice emphasizes a wide range of litigation, including business litigation, consumer law
defense, personal injury defense, real estate litigation, employment law and commercial collection.
Kim is an advocate for her clients and provides them with strong representation to protect their
interests and help them achieve their goal as efficiently as possible.
In addition to helping people resolve disputes, Kim enjoys learning about all types of businesses,
from music distribution to lending to utilities to ski areas. She likes to unpack the mess, put a
strategy to it, and resolve the conflict so that her clients can get back to doing what they do best.
Kim is a Fellow of the Litigation Counsel of America, a trial lawyer honorary society whose
membership is limited to less than one-half of one percent of American lawyers. Fellowship in the
LCA is highly selective and by invitation only.
Practice Areas: Banking & Finance, Bankruptcy & Creditors' Rights, Employment,
Litigation & Dispute Resolution, Real Estate
Little Known Facts: Has been known to sprint to the courthouse to obtain a temporary restraining
order or other important relief for her clients | Became an attorney after competing in mock trial in
high school | Loves living in "Soccer City, USA" and can be seen enjoying both the Timbers and
Thorns at Providence Park.

